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Sustainable
Gardens
Highlights

About Michigan Tech

• More than 850 planted species
• More than 40 garden sites
• Year-round viewing (spring bulbs,
summer florals, fall foliage, winter
seedpods and snow statues

Michigan Technological University
(www.mtu.edu) is a leading public
research university developing new
technologies and preparing students
to create the future for a prosperous
and sustainable world. Michigan Tech
offers more than 130 undergraduate
and graduate degree programs
in engineering; forest resources;
computing; technology; business;
economics; natural, physical, and
environmental sciences; arts;
humanities; and social sciences.

Featured gardens
• Rozsa Center (east): perennial
cottage garden
• Student Memorial Garden (south of
the Rozsa): the language of flowers
(each plant has a meaning)
• Keweenaw Boulder Garden
(southeast of Dillman Hall): all
foundational rocks in the Keweenaw
• Wind Garden (Chemical Sciences):
ornamental grass garden
• Cheryl Depuydt Memorial Garden
(SDC)
• Memorial Union (south side): veggie
garden, pick a few!

Contact information
Facilities Management
Telephone 906-487-2303
www.admin.mtu.edu/fm
Please consider supporting
the development of our
gardens with a donation.
Contact 906-487-2310.
Specify your gift to the
Michigan Tech Fund,
account 3171.

Lynn Watson
University gardener

Michigan Technological University is an equal opportunity
educational institution/equal opportunity employer.
DPS33096/06/11

Sustainable Gardening at Michigan Technological University
Our roots
The Grounds Department started the gardening effort with
a couple of very small existing gardens in the summer of
2002, with the idea that we would slowly expand the effort.
For the first couple of summers, with the help of student
gardeners, the existing gardens were cleaned out, trimmed
up, and planted with annuals. The student gardeners brought
energy and enthusiasm and had some good ideas—the most
unique being the flowerpot in the old train car. The hardest
part of this undertaking was formulating a plan for perennial
gardens and proper layouts that would grow and mature into
sustainable gardens. Each succeeding summer brought more
work—all with the idea that eventually we would get a master
gardener to pull everything together.
That concerted and ambitious effort to plan and plant
northern ecologically sustainable gardens at Michigan Tech
began in 2008. Our advanced master gardener, with the help
of students, has developed more than forty sites. Thoughtful,
well-researched landscaping has resulted in self-perpetuating
gardens. The fruition of these efforts resulted in trees,
shrubs, and perennials in permanent sites. Growth influences
common to any garden—sun, shadow, wind, water, and
soil—were applied on a large scale.
The campus environment, then, has patterns of sun and
shadow, cast by buildings and trees, that change daily and
annually. Water can be provided by natural drainage, hose
bibs on buildings, and an existing (though fragmented)
underground watering system. Basement walls also direct
water and influence root and plant growth. Lake Superior
winds are a major influence. Northwesterly air masses can
roar in at up to fifty miles an hour, blasting through campus
and stressing any vertical plant growth. Soil characteristics,

beginning with a base of sand and cobblestone (deposited by
retreating glaciers), a thin layer of topsoil, and various mixes
of building backfill (bricks, cement, and sawdust) define the
campus landscape.
Branching out
Michigan Tech is located in Plant Zone 4. Plant zones are
characterized by the average number of days between the
first and last frost-free dates. The higher the zone number
(up to Zone 10), the longer the designated growing period.
Our Zone 4 is higher than equivalent latitudes because Lake
Superior tempers the cold. When arctic wind blows across
it, the unfrozen lake can generate heavy lake-effect snows.
These snows are excellent insulation that protects plants
against winter freeze-and-thaw cycles. Conversely, these
same snows can crush, stunt, or deform small woody plants.
Microclimates tucked in sheltered corners of buildings (which
radiate heat), or on the sheltering sides of large trees and
bushes, encourage the use of plants from Zone 5 and even
Zone 6.
In planning the gardens, the usual attention has been
given to walkways and visual sight lines. How many people
pass by? What does a pedestrian see? What should be
highlighted? What should be obscured? The campus
environment also has several unique considerations—snowremoval routes, piling yards, snow statue sites for Winter
Carnival, and a noncontiguous campus.
Michigan Tech is an international campus, so we choose
plants from the same latitude globally. Worldwide plants
include lilacs (originally from Persia), garden roses (originally
from China), and pea shrubs (originally from Siberia). Native
species of trees and plants are also heavily represented.
Some plants that grace the campus have been transplanted
to places that better support growth and their aesthetics.
Seeds of success
The removal of invasive species and weeds has been
necessary. This control is usually done by smothering
the offending growth with cardboard from the campus
recycling bins (an endless supply!). Gathering this kind of
blanketing mulch is the first step in a method called “lasagna
gardening.” This layered approach involves soil building using
cow manure, hay bales, and stacks of bound newspaper or
cardboard. The arrival of these items, piled high, indicates to
the campus community that another garden project is about
to begin. Local dairy farms, the Daily Mining Gazette, and the
Van Pelt and Opie Library supply these essentials.
Our basic gardening technique involves “scrabbling up the
soil” to a specified depth by hand or with a backhoe. Out of

the cobblestone and rubble unearthed, we keep rocks that
are “head-size” or larger. Individual holes for each plant are
twice the width of the plant root-ball. The hole is filled with
water, absorbed, and then filled again. This “charges” the
surrounding soil with moisture. Aged dairy cow manure (low
aroma) is then mixed into the soil; it comprises half of the dirt
mass. If acidic soil is required, (azaleas, blueberries), peat
moss is added.
All bindings (wire and string) are taken off the plant’s
root-ball. One inch is routinely cut off the bottom of any root
mass. Then the root-ball is scored, vertically all around, to cut
encircling roots and open them up for new growth. Plants are
then placed in holes and amended beds. They are watered
in. Newspaper or cardboard is laid around the plants—to not
only smother weeds but also cut down on evaporation. These
are wetted down before a four-inch layer of hay (not straw) is
applied. As hay begins to mold, it knits itself together, tending
to stay in place. (Straw blows around.) Weekly surface
sprinklers, or drip hoses, provide periodic water needed to
spur the growth of roots. These systems are used less and
less as the plants begin to establish themselves and as the
gardens become ‘loamier’ (soil-rich). When the plants show
signs of new growth, fertilizer is added to the surface. As
the gardens fill out, habitats for small mammals and birds
are created, with an already noticeable increase in fauna on
campus. (Now, if only a fox would move onto campus to
catch a few of the innumerable gnawing rabbits!)
The greening of campus
Tech is now composting all grass clippings and fall leaf
sweepings. We have our own greenhouse (recycling an
old, south-facing Facilities building), where we start annual
and perennial seeds and cuttings, as well as indoor green
plants. Perennials are divided to fill in and make new beds.
Stem cuttings and ground layering help to multiply shrubs.
Diseased or dead material that is already on campus is
removed. Hazardous or superfluous branches are pruned.
We continue to transplant trees and shrubs taken from within
campus and from Tech-owned property “in the bush.”
Our dreams for the Michigan Tech gardens include:
• Use existing steam tunnels for pipes that would provide
irrigation from Portage Lake, as is done at Mont Ripley
for snowmaking. (Estimated cost: $1.5 million).
• Construct an aeolean wind harp to demonstrate physics
in the Wind Garden on the south side of the Chemical
Sciences Building.
• Fashion arbor sculpture dancers at Walker.

The green areas on the map show the
locations of the gardens. The number in
parentheses corresponds to the building
number on the campus map. The year
indicates when the garden was planted.
The west end of campus

1

Administration Building (1)—2008
The garden on the south side of the building is a
cottage mix of old-fashioned perennials welcoming
parents and students as they approach the building.
This south side is a sun oven. Building, pavement,
and hill reflect heat and light into this space. Deep
mulch keeps plant roots cool, while the radiant light
supports nonstop blooming. This is a good example
of mixing in new plants with plants already on site
(like the tall flowering crab and the butterfly bush).
The plot on the east side of the building is planted
throughout with rhubarb, blueberries, asparagus,
lilac, and forsythia. The shady north side, which
is constantly blasted by drying, dwarfing wind,
limits the height and type of plantings. Yet yews,
foxgloves, rhododendrons, primroses, columbine,
hostas, huechera, and ferns manage to grow,
reclined on beds of bugleweed and golden creeping
jenny.

5

Academic Office Building (5)—2010
The backdrop color of these gardens is a façade
of rosy red, local Jacobsville sandstone. Although
the sidewalks are asymmetrical, the plantings
are balanced. Set in a curve, they arc out from
the heaviness of the building to enclose a small
half-moon of green. Birch leaf spireas, variegated
weigela, dusty miller, purple sage, and arborvitae
make up this curved hedge. It is backed by a second
hedge of blueberries, yellow iris, and shasta daisies.
This mixed hedge creates interest for every season.
The white fir on the far left is a mature example
of the small tree on the far right. In between are a
very large pear tree (watch your step) and ‘bush
transplants’ of sugarplums. The foundation plantings
include white roses, catmint, junipers, asparagus,
and President Lincoln lilacs. In the earliest of spring,
the witch hazel will bloom yellow, followed by

forsythia.

20

R. L. Smith Building (20)—2010
On the southwest, a small lens of green is set
between high-traffic sidewalks. Tech students like
to go efficiently from point A to point B. Soon, they
beat dirt paths right over the top of these mounds.
So, the crab apples on the site were NOT pruned to
discourage passage. Rose glow barberry (prickly)
and dart’s ninebark (tough) were transplanted. Large
rocks were placed across the mound to remind
bikers and walkers to stay on the sidewalks.

19W

Chemical Sciences and Engineering
Building Wind Garden (19W)—2010
A lone crab apple exemplifies the struggle to survive
in the round garden in front of Chem Sci (compare
it to the crab planted at the same time against the
ME-EM). This garden is located in an extreme wind
tunnel created by towering buildings, funneling air
from Lake Superior. This garden grows on the lid of
a steam tunnel about eight feet underground (notice
the metal vent stack in the middle). This site has
vanquished many a planting. However, out on the
great plains of the world grow the deeply rooted
grasses of sodbuster legend. Tech’s Wind Garden
thrives on this site. These multi-national grasses
wave their seed pennants from heights of two to six
feet high, visible even above our deepest snowdrifts.

The center of campus, west to east

L

Loretta’s Garden (L)—2008–09
Named for an early student gardener, Loretta’s
Garden has expanded twenty times within the
last three years. Watered with some of the old inground sprinkler systems, it is a lush example of the
power of perennials. Shaded by oaks and lindens,
the alpine currants, mock orange, and black lace
elderberry shrubs slow the flattening wind. Inside,
a half circle of dwarf north star cherries bisects
the garden’s access paths (think of the lines on a
basketball). Many of the stones that line the paths
of this garden were found just below the surface of
this high beach of the ancient Keweenaw Waterway.
These paths run inefficiently north and south and

offer no quick shortcut to anything. Consequently,
the paths invite the passersby to take a quiet detour
and look.

B

Bridgett’s Garden (B)—2003
Bridgett was the first student to plant a garden.
The wind whipping across this elevated site keeps
plants relatively small and sturdy. The top has a
burning bush, which is surrounded by the tall leaves
of yellow iris. The garden flows down in layers. Many
varieties of hosta are interspersed with the burgundy
leaves of rosi ruffles bergenia (or pigsqueak).
Bridgett’s garden is dramatically backlit despite the
shade of overhanging linden trees. Shifting shadows
shelter pansies and coral bells. The wind-contorted
limbs of stubborn crab apples stretch over the
encircling smoothness of stones, inviting artistic
interpretation in all seasons.

C

Claire’s Garden (C)—2008
Claire (a business major) was another student
gardener. She liked blue and white. Hollyhocks,
roses, and iberis (summer snow) are the whites.
Pansies, Johnny-jump-ups, and columbine are the
blue. Burgundy heuchera and pygmy barberry add
colorful shadows. The cobblestones (old beach
rocks) were dug up by hand that year; now we use a
backhoe to tease up rocks out of the soil and mix in
amendments.

D

Deanna’s Garden (D)—2009
Deanna (civil engineering) liked yellow for her
student garden. Hot sun and deep shade are both
factors in this garden. Yellow iris, golden barberry,
yellow coreopsis, and happy arctic poppies give this
garden brightness.

MC

Magnolia Courtyard (MC)—2010
This courtyard features a northern catalpa.
These trees have white flowers in early summer—
brown seedpods and golden leaves in the fall. Doing
double duty, they are interesting from inside of Fisher
(breaking up the long view of traffic) and outside they
offer shade.

7

Electrical Energy Resources
Center (7)—2008-09
Vertical plantings, maturing at the second or
third story, bring a human scale to the height of
this building. Transplanted amur maples, tatarian
honeysuckle, day lilies, shasta daisies, Japanese
iris, and roses attract the eye and satisfy the
onlooker. To the right, shade-loving yews act as a
windbreak under the white pine.

8

Dow Environmental Sciences and
Engineering Building (8)—2008
The Dow garden consisted solely of landscape
stones before 2008. Removing them—with the rootinfested landscape cloth—was like raising a heavy,
rotten rug. This work exposed packed, sandy soil
ready to be improved with the “lasagna method.”
This garden is sheltered enough to grow redbud
trees. These pink spring bloomers echo the early
perennials beneath them. The limbs have been cut
higher up the trunk, which raises the canopy and
allows more sun to get underneath. As the redbuds
leaf out, shade deepens throughout the summer.
Foxglove, bachelor buttons, and iris thrive here.
Toward the sunnier back and sides, delphinium
roses and hollyhocks accent the view. The
wormwood trailing along a few remaining stones
suggests a stream. The burning bushes against the
windows were transplants from a snow-piling area
at the SDC.

14

Grover C. Dillman Hall (14)—2008–10
Building heat, planter width, soil depth, and
shelter from the wind all contribute to the success of
permanent plantings. In this raised bed, permanent
plantings of spirea, “golden shower” climbing roses
on trellises, and golden barberry necessitate only
a small annual accent of wave petunias. To the
far right, in the corner of the building, is a large
magnolia, a gift to Michigan Tech from China.

31

Douglas Houghton Hall (31)—2009
On the south side of DHH, one of the early
campus buildings, cedars were planted beneath
oaks. When the trees reached their mature size,
they completely blocked the windows. We cut

them down to gain inside light and diversify the
front plantings. Old fashioned rugosa roses, bridal
wreath spirea, staghorn sumac, and day lilies are
a welcome perennial ensemble. Balancing visually
the front face of the building was a challenge. The
garden to the left has more sunlight than the shaded
garden on the right, which can make plant growth
uneven without specific pruning.

East end of campus
Keweenaw Boulder Garden—2010
The Keweenaw Boulder Garden features glacial
boulders, examples of the foundational rock of the
Copper Country. This garden is a dream fulfilled for
Professor Bill Rose (geology). The full explanation of
the process can be googled at “Keweenaw Boulder
Garden.” The sparse plantings do not distract from
the aesthetic placement of each rock and each rock
“family.” Heavy leaf mulching is pinned in place
with “deer netting” to hold in place the landscape
outlines beneath the rocks. This is primarily a foliage
garden—leaf and stem color, shape, and texture are
the focus—so as not to distract from the rocks.

11

Walker Arts and Humanities
Center (11)—2009
The south side of Walker is sunny and sheltered.
Much road and foot traffic goes by. This soil was
rebuilt in multiple soil amendments. Perennial
roses, pink tamarisk, golden elderberry, a golden
chain tree, and staghorn sumac are obvious. Three
dawn redwood (Metasequoia) trees make this
garden interesting. These are an ancient, deciduous
evergreen, thought to have been extinct. They were
rediscovered in China in 1940 and seem to be
thriving here.

10

Rozsa Center, East (10)—2009
When the Rozsa was built, a perennial
garden was planted along the east front. This
garden had enough plant material to expand into
a stunning presence, widened by thirty feet, down
to the sidewalk. The garden is now in proportion
to the two-story façade and the expansive
parking lot in front. Enlarging the garden allowed

the introduction of strong, vertical elements like
the white firs and small deciduous trees. These
helped to knit the vertical face of the building into
the expanse of garden, and they also gave the
viewers from the inside something to obscure
the parking lot. The ground was a mix of sand,
topsoil, and sawdust. After planting, a 19-19-19
fertilizer was added between the plants. Resident
hawthorn and apple trees had their limbs shaped.
Multi-stemmed bushes and large perennials were
split and arranged to draw the eye through the
garden. Clumps of mixed perennials were dug up,
separated, replanted, and relocated across campus.
Very aggressive clumps (shasta daisy and yarrow)
were split and largely removed. The garden features
a grass walkway through the middle (an outdoor
window-cleaning aisle is at the back), and overhead
sprinklers are used to keep the green areas and the
flowers watered.

10

Rozsa Center, South (10)—Student
Memorial Garden—2010
This is a memorial garden for students and faculty
who died while attending Michigan Tech. The soil
was basically sand. Amendments started with
dump-truck loads of leaves and manure, four feet
deep, in the fall of 2009. In the spring, this soil
was ready for planting. Each plant has a meaning
in the “language of flowers.” This use of plants to
communicate specific human emotions has been a
part of human history. In 1884, Kate Greenaway’s
Language of Flowers was a popular book on the
symbolism of flowers in Victorian England. This
book is the basis for this garden. Plant specimens
are labeled with the floral meaning, common name,
and scientific name. Two white firs, already in place,
symbolize “Time,” while the imperial honey locust,
newly planted in the center, symbolizes “affection
beyond the grave.”

The center of campus, east to west

15

Fisher Hall (15) (South Parking Lot)—2008
Small strip gardens are often located around
buildings. Here is an example. Seen from the road,
beyond a parking lot, this garden had typically
poor soil filled with sandy backfill, bricks, pipe, and
miscellaneous items thrown out of windows as the
building progressed. Simple perennials with bright
colors, as well as easily trimmed junipers, fill in the
space. Yellow yarrow, red Asiatic lilies, red Asiatic
poppies, and huge, happy hollyhocks hold their own
in this hot, narrow space that has drip irrigation.

28

Kanwal and Ann Rekhi Hall (28)—2009
Rekhi Hall is a modern grey and silver building
set in among buildings of rose brick. Black slate
walls run about eye level. Black and yellow are the
University colors, and high-contrast plants are the
right accent. Between two small gardens on the east
side, a ginko tree, a white-limbed birch, and ashleaved spirea all have golden leaves in the fall. On
the south side, a golden chain tree, staghorn sumac,
various potentillas, forsythia, and day lilies stand in
severe winds and hot sun. The evergreens are all
campus transplants.

17

J. R. Van Pelt and Opie Library (17) (RB)
Formerly, “the Rose Bowl” was a dusty
washout with a drain hole. Scoured by wind, with
intermittent sun due to building shadows, it was a
challenge. From inside the library, it was a visual
focus. With treatments of manure, paper, and
hay, the site was readied. Transplanted ninebarks,
blueberries, miss Kim lilacs, and shrub roses help
break air movement. Peonies, hydrangea, barberry,
and small sumacs lend texture and interest.
Chocolate mint (nibble a piece!) surrounds the rain
drain. Iris lends vertical interest.

17

J. R. Van Pelt and Opie Library (17)
(South Side)—2009–10
The Van Pelt’s curving glass and slate/grey walls
contrast markedly with the older campus buildings.
Plantings of redleaf rose, variegated dogwood,
andorra compact juniper, and rosy barberry bring the

surrounding colors into this area. Burning bushes
from the SDC, orange lilies from the Memorial
Union, and blue and white lupine from Tech’s
“bush” acreage offer color and size to interest the
passersby. In the early spring, a wide ribbon of
daffodil and golden appledoorn darwin tulips winds
around the right side, courtesy of “bulb donation
dollars” from alumni. The tall jack pines were left
in place in front of the library’s curving wall. A fire
hydrant is located in the far right corner (nothing can
be planted too close to it). The smaller evergreens,
along with the lupines, were transplanted from Tech’s
outlying wild areas. On the west, against the back
wall of slate, a Kentucky coffee bean tree stands, as
well as a row of yellow-flowered, felt-leaved mullein
and smoke bushes.

CO

Michigan Tech’s Cottonwood
Triangle (CO)—2009
The hedge in this triangle is bordered with
transplanted currant bushes, plants that like the
soothing light shade. Inside are burning bushes, a
forsythia, and shasta daisies. This is a dry, shady
site with plenty of wind.

34

Memorial Union Building (34)—2009
This major landscape surrounds a single
Norway spruce that was planted as a Vietnam
Memorial Tree. This is a dry, windy area with
poor, sandy soil. All evergreens were relocated
from random scatterings across campus. Trees
and bushes were arranged in an arc to help stop
the wind. The arc is in a staggered line to reduce
northwest airflow from Lake Superior. This garden is
viewed from the road, the walk, and the inside eating
area. Texture and leaf color are the backbone of this
plot. Golden spirit smoke bush, golden elderberry,
golden showers climbing roses, and sunkist
arborvitae—all pick up Tech’s gold color theme.
Shaded for most of the morning, the plants need to
be able to absorb the hot, persistent, west sun.

84

Harold Meese Center (84)—Planted 2008
A sunny, protected southern exposure is
enjoyed by trellised Henry Baffin and Joseph’s coat
roses. Pink and red knockout roses bloom into fall’s
first snows. Blue sage and silvery rose campion
provide accents around these sidewalk gardens.
Transplants of red Asiatic lilies and pink Jupiter’s
beard grow under the filtered shade of resident crab
apples, lindens, and sugarplums. Thorough pruning
of these trees made navigating the sidewalk safe. An
elevated canopy allows more light, deeper into the
back of the garden.
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24

Student Development Complex, north
hockey entrance (24)—2009–10
Reflective glass doubles the color and texture of
grey dogwood, golden smoke bush, foxi pavement
roses, day lilies, and flowering quince.

24

Student Development Complex, The
Depuydt Garden (24)—2009
This memorial garden is a happy, south-facing
hotbed. The dusty miller returns every year,
representing skating ice. Near the plaque, symbolic
hen and chicks, fragrant creeping thyme, and
low junipers reinforce other ground covers in an
intricate carpet to aid in weed suppression. Yellow
was Cheryl’s favorite color, which is why dwarf
evening primrose accents the statue. The figure is
a skater, preparing for competition, who seems to
weep after a rain.
SDC Planter—2009
The SDC is used from 6:00 am to midnight, so
the planter is always “on parade.” These narrow
planters are located against a south-facing brick
wall. Temperatures can rise to over 120 degrees
on this surface. Goldflame honeysuckles climb on
trellises, which allows cooling air to move behind
them. Yellow darwin tulips behave as perennials and
brighten each spring for graduation. Old gold and
blue rug junipers add seasonal interest when not
buried in snow. Annual marigolds and geraniums
give summer color. In the fall, the geraniums are
potted up to bloom inside, on campus windowsills,
bright against the snow. This planter is dripirrigated, heavily mulched to keep the roots cool,
and organically fertilized monthly—all to support
blooms.
SDC (Patio Area)—2010
Spring sun allows golden lights’ rhododendrons
to bloom unhindered by shade. Native white
fringe trees bloom between round-leaved golden
spirit smoke bush. The spaces between the little
king (dwarf) river birch are filled with perennials.
Blue and yellow columbine, red astilbe, and pink
foxglove boost summer color under increasing

Upper
Campus
Map

shade. Bright orange and yellow Helen’s flowers
welcome fall. This is another garden viewed from
the backside, indoors, as well as the front.

18

U. J. Noblet Forestry
Building (18)—2008–10
This planter has no real wind issues, but it bakes
in the south sun. The planter is at eye level for the
average adult. The idea was to plant a garden to
take advantage of this unique angle for eyes and
nose. Eye candy includes arctic poppies, wave
petunias, yellow tickseed, false indigo, and evening
primrose. Fragrant nearly wild roses, lavender,
sage, sweet william, beach wormwood, and
catmint tease the nose. Three red prince weigela
bushes are cut back every year after blooming.
Sugarplums (from “the bush”) and yellow mullien
add vertical interest.

18

U. J. Noblet Forestry Building,
7th Street (18)—2010
This memorial garden was planted as a native
understory. Old oaks dominate the site. Mulched
leaves from campus were mixed in with cow
manure and soil to approximate the rich texture
of forest loam. Staghorn sumac, tulip trees,
rhododendron, azaleas, pagoda dogwood,
buttonbush, spirea’s sweet fern, elderberry,
nannyberry, highbush cranberry, big leaf aster,
and ostrich ferns are some of the plants becoming
established. Native ground covers and blooming
forest floor species will continue to be added.
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